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Spoons is opening a pub in Headingley and 

we are so here for it  

A new addition to the Otley Run? 

2 months ago  

Matt Livingstone 

Wetherspoons have received permission to open a new pub on Headingley Lane, halfway 

between The Original Oak and Hyde Park Book Club. 

We've been crying out for a spoons in Headingley for ages, and it seems like our prayers have 

finally been answered. 
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Spoons bought the building, which used to be an old Girls High School, four years ago, but 

boring residents postponed any plans with complaints. But now, the new Spoons has finally 

got the go ahead, and we can't wait to make it our new local for post-uni drinks. 

 

We've always got time for a pitcher or seven 

There's no official opening date yet, but we'll keep you in the loop with any developments 

because arguably this is the most important change happening in the whole of the city. 



Matt Livingstone 

Life 

LEEDS  

We are the voice of students. 

The Tab is a site covering youth culture and student culture, run by 

journalists who like being first. 

We livestream from protests, expose bullshit and discrimination and tell you which kebab 

shops are worth your money. Our London office is run by 23-year-olds, who write seriously 

hot takes, sickeningly accurate guides to life, and chat to Jeremy Corbyn about Love Island.  

The Tab Network – our guerilla army of bold and subversive student reporters across the 

country – breaks stories like this lovely young man who burned a £20 note in front of a 

homeless man 

We were founded by three students at Cambridge in 2009 as a reaction to out-

oftouch student papers. 

Since then, The Tab has exploded into one of the biggest youth media sites in Britain. 

That’s why our writers get offered the best jobs in the media. If they’re not snapped up by us, 

you’ll find Tab grads at 

VICE, the BBC, Reuters, Bloomberg, Vogue, BuzzFeed, The Times, ITV, The Guardian, The 

Independent, Dazed, HuffPost, Business Insider, Mashable and The Financial Times. 
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